Clinical value of alterations in p73 gene, related to p53 at 1p36, in human hepatocellular carcinoma.
A novel gene, p73, encoding a protein with significant homology to p53 and showing functional similarities to p53, was identified at chromosome 1p36, at which tumor suppressor gene of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is supposed to be. Involvement of p73 in hepatocarcinogenesis is controversial and clinical value of p73 alterations remains obscure. We investigated allelic status of p73 in 63 patients with HCC. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in p73 was analyzed by PCR-RFLP analysis. The results were compared with LOH on chromosome 1p surrounding p73 locus, mutations of p53 and p73, and clinicopathologic characteristics. LOH on p73 was observed in 33% of informative tumors. LOH in p73 was not always observed between the regions with LOH on chromosome 1p examined despite the significant association of LOH in p73 with LOH on chromosome 1p. No mutations were detected in p73. Tumors with LOH in p73 were more frequently detected in liver without cirrhosis than that with cirrhosis. There was no significant statistic association between the presence of LOH in p73 and six different clinicopathologic characteristics such as age, sex, histological type, T stage, tumor diameter, and virus status. Disease-free survival rates of the patients with LOH in p73 were significantly poorer than those without LOH in p73. Multivariate analysis indicated that presence of LOH in p73 was independent prognostic factor in patients with HCC. These findings suggested that p73 might play some role in tumor progression of HCC even though p73 should not be considered a candidate gene on chromosome 1p of HCC and does not function as a tumor suppressor gene like p53. Identifying the patients with LOH of p73 in tumors could be useful to predict early recurrence and to stratify the patients who need adjuvant therapy after operation.